
  

 

 

Have you got the skills to win the Golden Nado? 

The new, seriously addictive, highly entertaining battle craze! 

After taking the rest of the world by storm, Infinity Nado is set to be the next big playground 

craze in the UK. The highly addictive game gives children the chance to battle friends and 

family to be the Nado Master.  

With over 20 to collect, the Nado’s are available in different colours, materials and characters 

aiming to offer players the ultimate battling experience. The collection also includes a split 

series which separates into 2 when in action, to increase the level of attack on opponents. To 

host battles there are two different playset arenas available that include one left and one 

right spin Nado and two launchers.  

Infinty Nado will launch exclusively at The Entertainer on Monday 10th April, and to mark this 

exciting occasion, The Entertainer will be hosting a special Flagship launch event at The 

Entertainer store, Bullring, Birmingham. The event will see YouTube stars and brothers 

Tekkerz Kid and It’s Romello showing off their Nado skills before battling 150 fans for their 

chance to win a limited edition Golden Nado.   

For those outside of Birmingham don’t fear, The Entertainer will be hosting live demos across 

stores Nationwide offering Nado fans the chance to battle other Nado Masters throughout 

the Easter holidays as well as a 20% OFF promotion across the full Infinity Nado range. 

Tickets for the event taking place in Bullring, Birmingham are available now to redeem from: 

http://www.TheToyShop.com/events-infinity-nado-launch.  

For full event details including date, venue, timings and how to redeem tickets follow 

@AlphaAnimation_ on twitter or alphaanimationuk on Instagram.  

To see the Infinity Nado’s in action visit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAct6Eh-k7s  

http://www.thetoyshop.com/events-infinity-nado-launch
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAct6Eh-k7s


Infinity Nado is suitable for children aged 6+ and is available only at The Entertainer. For 

more information, visit: http://www.thetoyshop.com/brands/infinity-nado 
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For Further Information please contact: 
Hayley Robson, MI PR Global, hayley.robson@miprglobal.co.uk  

Tel: 01494 372130 
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